
Produce perfect, detailed wax 
models in just a few hours! Roland
has made this daunting task easy
with the JWX-10 model maker. As
the world’s first and only jewelry-
specific desktop mill, it makes jewelry
design and production faster, easier
and more profitable. 

Just send your designs to the 
JWX-10 with bundled CAM software,
and get back to the creative side of
your business. The stylish desktop
device will quietly and automatically
turn out precise, castable wax 
models for rings, pendants, bracelets
and charms.

With bundled software, tools, 
jewelers wax and user manuals the
JWX-10 is a complete jewelry model
making solution.  Roland’s optional
ProtoWizard Jewelry CAM software
and unique fixtures makes the entire
process a snap.  The software wizard
guides you step by step from 
importing an STL file from any
Jewelry CAD software to quickly
generating precise NC files.
ProtoWizard’s specially designed 
3-sided ring fixture and 360 degree
arbor automates the production of
even the most complex jewelry 
models.

JWX-10
Jewelry Model Maker

Customers will appreciate
the exquisite beauty and
detail.

Optional ProtoWizard
fixtures capture fine
details and produces
smooth surfaces.

Optional ProtoWizard
CAM software steps
you through the model
making process.

Import CAD files in 
popular STL format.
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Authorized Dealer:

Roland ProtoWizard 
takes jewelry making to the
next level. The software and
fixture bundle quickly 
generates NC files and
makes it easy to mill even
the most complex designs.

Just secure the wax with 
ProtoWizard’s 3-sided ring
fixture and easily mill both
sides of a ring, or flip the
model and mill up to 60
degrees in both directions.

The ProtoWizard ring arbor
lets you cut detailed designs
360 degrees around a ring.
Never has ring making been
this simple!
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